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**ABSTRACT**

The purpose of this project was to build a foundation of relevant knowledge about interorganizational collaboration that would assist local, state and federal officials in their management of activities related to Homeland Security. Academics and practitioners stress the criticality of coordinating the efforts of federal, state, local and private sectors. Some barriers to interorganizational collaboration include: missions that are at odds with one another, unclear roles and responsibilities lack of accountability. Managers of homeland security will need to find ways to overcome these barriers and work together more effectively. This project is meant to discover the factors that contribute to and inhibit collaboration. The first phase of the research focused on the development of a conceptual model of interagency collaboration. Phase II was an action-based workshop to gather data from a group of 30 senior homeland security managers. Nine major topics that were central to interagency collaboration were identified in Phase III. We anticipate that these deliverables will be used for future workshops, seminars, short class modules or longer graduate-level courses. Future plans include developing a diagnostic survey. This diagnostic tool could be used by HLS organizations to evaluate their current collaborative capacity and, based on this assessment, establish action plans to improve their collaborative capacity.
Developing Collaborative Capacity for Homeland Security
Executive Summary

Dr. Susan Hocevar, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy
Dr. Erik Jansen, Department of Information Sciences
Dr. Gail Fann Thomas, Graduate School of Business and Public Policy

Purpose

The aim of this project was to build a foundation of relevant knowledge about interorganizational collaboration that would assist local, state and federal officials in their management of activities related to Homeland Security.

Homeland security includes several phases including detection, prevention, response, recovery and incident management. Coordination and collaboration are critical in all these phases. While agencies seem to be capable of working together in response to a crisis, they are less able to work together effectively in the earlier stages of planning and prevention. It is in these early stages that we have focused our research.

Importance of Building Collaborative Capacity

Academics and practitioners stress the criticality of coordinating the efforts of federal, state, local and private sectors. It is clear that current efforts must be improved significantly to enhance our national security. Documented barriers to interorganizational collaboration include:

- missions that are at odds with one another,
- unclear roles and responsibilities,
- agencies’ need to protect their jurisdiction and control their resources
- incompatible procedures, processes, data and information systems,
- disparate organizational cultures,
- lack of accountability,
- mistrust and skepticism, and
- lack of knowledge of others’ capabilities.

Managers of homeland security will need to find ways to overcome these barriers and work together more effectively. This project is meant to discover the factors that contribute to successful collaboration and the factors that inhibit collaboration.
Overview of Project

Phase I  The first phase of our research focused on the development of a conceptual model of interagency collaboration. Drawing on relevant literature and other experts in the field, we deductively developed a framework to map the conditions for effective interagency collaboration.

Phase II  Following that, we designed an action-based workshop to gather data from a group of 30 senior homeland security managers. These data were used to develop, inductively a systems-based model describing both successful and unsuccessful interagency collaborative efforts.

Phase III  Using the literature on interagency collaboration and the results from the workshop, we identified 9 major topics that were central to interagency collaboration. Slides were developed for each of these topical areas. The topical areas include:

- Building Collaborative Capacity: Context and Problems
- Absorptive Capacity
- Organizational Interdependence
- Coordination and Collaboration
- Transorganizational Development
- Boundary Spanners
- Culture and Knowledge Management
- Social Networks
- Systems Model

Finally, our project includes a bibliography with key references related to interagency collaboration.

Potential Uses for Deliverables

We anticipate that these deliverables will be used for future workshops, seminars, short class modules, or longer graduate-level courses. Individual topical modules could be presented independently or embedded in related courses. These materials could be used in the field with practicing homeland security managers or in an academic setting. Students completing theses related to homeland security could also make use of these materials.

Future Plans

Our goal is to ultimately use these data, along with the conceptual material from the literature (illustrated in the “Topical Material” section of this report) to develop a diagnostic survey. This diagnostic tool could be used by HLS organizations to evaluate their current collaborative capacity and, based on this assessment, establish action plans to improve their collaborative capacity.
DEVELOPING COLLABORATIVE CAPACITY
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Developing Collaborative Capacity for Homeland Security
Part I: Summary of Workshop on Collaborative Capacity 1/6/04
Susan Hocevar
Erik Jansen
Gail Thomas

This document provides a brief summary of two main elements of our work on collaborative capacity for Homeland Security. First described is a workshop provided to Dr. Chris Bellavita’s classes on 1/6/04. The second part of this document presents the results of data gathered during the conduct of these workshops. The analyses of these data, along with the topical materials provided in this report, form the foundation for a diagnostic survey for assessing Collaborative Capacity which is the second phase of our project effort.

Workshop Background

This workshop was prepared and delivered by the three NPS faculty named above and Stu Winby, an outside expert in the area of strategic analysis, organizational change and coordination. The purpose of the workshop was to increase awareness and understanding of collaboration for better coordination and to set the stage for future work in designing organizations with enhanced collaborative capabilities. Specific objectives included:

1. Provide information and demonstrate methods for analyzing collaborative capacity and taking steps to improve that capability.
2. Demonstrate collaboration through the pedagogy of the workshop.
3. Gather preliminary data from class participants about factors that facilitate or constrain interagency collaboration in the context of homeland security planning.
4. Use the data above, inductively, to begin to develop a model for collaborative capacity.

Several assumptions framed the design of this workshop:

1. Interagency collaboration is critical to the success of homeland security.
2. There is some evidence of successful interagency collaboration when faced with responding to a critical event. There is less evidence of such collaboration in preparation, planning, and prevention. Thus, the focus of our work is on the latter.
3. Collaboration occurs within organizations. However, in the context of homeland security, our focus is on developing capability for collaboration across organizations.
4. Current systems for collaboration in the context of Homeland Security are under-designed. The recommendations of the recently published report of the 9/11 Commission offer recommendations to provide/refine the design of organizational systems at the highest levels. This workshop provides techniques for planning and coordination “by design” rather than “by default” at the local/operational level.
The workshop was presented to both sections of HLS students at NPS. Powerpoint slides used in the conduct of the workshop are attached.

Workshop Conduct Part 1 – Identifying Facilitators and Barriers to Collaboration in HLS

The workshop began with brief introductions of the workshop facilitators, followed by a presentation of the agenda and discussion of the focus.

The centerpiece of the workshop was an exercise in which class participants were asked the following: “Think back to a specific HLS or other effort that included at least two other agencies or organizations that you consider to have been a successful collaboration in the preparation phase (not response phase) of HLS. Identify three key factors that contributed to this success.”

Participants where asked to rank order the “success factors” and record each on a separate green post-it note. Each post-it note was to include the following information:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant Name ____________________________</th>
<th>Factor Ranking _____</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a. Briefly describe the factor that contributed to coordination/collaboration success (1-2 sentences).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b. Key word or phrase that captures this factor: __________________________</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c. Names of primary organizations involved in collaboration:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At the end of this activity, each participant had 3 green post-it notes identifying their rank-ordered success characteristics for a specific collaborative experience related to HLS.

The next phase of the exercise was to ask the class participants to think about an interagency collaboration related to homeland security that was NOT successful. They were asked to identify and rank order three barriers to collaboration that inhibited success in this situation. These were recorded following a format similar to that above only using pink post-it notes.
Workshop Conduct Part 2 – Consolidating Themes from Individual Participants

The above activity was conducted individually. Upon its completion, the participants were asked to share with the group as a whole the thematic words/phrases they had identified as facilitators of success. These were recorded on chart paper at the front of the class. If there were questions as to the meaning of a word or phrase, the class member elaborated and clarified. Participants did not repeat themes that had already been identified, but discussion continued until all key terms/phrases had been captured. A similar process was used to identify the list of barriers to collaboration that represented the input of all participants.

This activity generated a lengthy list of both facilitators and barriers to collaboration. It was anticipated that this discussion of both positive and negative factors would lead participants to clarify/refine their evaluation of the key contributors to the specific situations they had identified. We also wanted to determine which factors were most frequently identified by the group as a whole. To accomplish this we asked participants to attach their post-it notes to the chart paper lists that were mounted on the walls around the room. During a break, the most frequent factors were identified for use in the next activity – Force Field Analysis.

Workshop Conduct Part 3 – Force Field Analysis

There was a notable variety in the number of barriers identified. The implication is that a single approach to improving collaboration is not likely to be successful. It is necessary to specifically assess a given inter-agency situation to identify both the facilitating and impeding factors and use this analysis to construct an action plan for improving collaboration. This was illustrated with some of the data from the previous group activity.

Attachment 1 presents a sample of the most frequently identified facilitators and barriers to collaboration in the experience of the HLS professionals in this class. Using the technique of Force Field Analysis, these factors are categorized as either “driving” forces for collaboration capability or “restraining” forces. This analysis technique was explained and illustrated using only a small subset of the data generated in Parts 1-2 of the exercise. A blank template for Force Field Analysis is included as part of the Tool Kit at the end of this document.

The Force Field Analysis technique is just a first step toward action planning for improved collaboration. Once the driving and restraining forces are identified, they form the foundation for developing strategies to build coordination capability (the desired end state) as indicated in Attachment 1.
**Workshop Conduct Part 4 – Strategies to Build Collaboration Capability**

Following the explanation and illustration of the Force Field Analysis technique, the facilitators led a discussion among class participants to begin to identify strategies that would address the factors in the previous analysis and move toward the desired end state of improved collaborative capacity.

This activity uses the data from the Force Field Analysis to identify current or potential coordination risks or problems. Once these are identified, the desired end state situation should be defined. Finally, action steps are designed to address the identified risk/problem to accomplish the desired end state.

Attachment 2 presents an illustration that emerged from the workshop as it was conducted on 1/6/04. The specific “risk/problems” that were identified were: territorial orientation and lack or insufficient felt need for collaboration. Specific examples of “evidence” were elicited and added to the problem definition as clarification. The second step was to have the group define the desired end state that would reflect a successful solution to these risks/problems. These are illustrated in the second column of Attachment 2. Finally, the participants described specific action steps that could be taken to accomplish the desired end state. Because of time limitations, these were not intended to be comprehensive or exhaustive, but illustrative of the technique. Examples of action steps are presented in column 3 of Attachment 2. A blank version of this template is included in the “Tool Kit” at the end of this document.

**Workshop Tool Kit**

The workshop described in this document included an electronic “Tool Kit” that was shared with all of the participants. This Tool Kit included a number of items that are now in elaborated form in the “Topical Materials” section of this project deliverable. Provided in the “Tool Kit” section of this part of the document are the templates for the analysis techniques that were presented and used during the workshop as well as materials for one additional analytic technique that was referred to but not used due to time limitations of the workshop. This is the RACI analysis.

RACI is an acronym for four aspects of role clarification: Responsible, Approves, Consulted, Informed. The value of the RACI analysis technique is evident by the data presented in Attachment 2 that identifies a significant problem for collaboration in statements like: “That’s NOT my responsibility” or “That IS MY responsibility.” Such role conflict issues can be a significant barrier to collaboration. An explicit discussion of RACI can add value to any decision-making problem-solving situation; but it is particularly important in an inter-agency or network organization context when roles and authorities are ill-defined as the issues span organizational boundaries.
Attachments 3-4 present the RACI technique. Attachment 3 shows a RACI Role/Responsibility Decision Matrix and defines the 4 role categories. Attachment 4 presents a sample illustrating how the RACI technique might be used regarding decisions about home remodeling. While you might disagree with the roles attributed to each stakeholder in this case, the important aspect of this technique is that all key stakeholders are involved and must negotiate and agree to the determinations made. It is in this process, as much as in the resulting chart, that benefits are gained.

**Workshop Conclusions**

The concluding slides in the PowerPoint presentation used for this workshop outline key questions that need to be addressed as we work to continue to improve collaborative capability for Homeland Security.
## Building Collaboration Capability

### FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVING FORCES</th>
<th>RESTRAINING FORCES</th>
<th>STRATEGIES TO BUILD COLLABORATION CAPABILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Success factors that contributed to the success of the collaboration</strong></td>
<td><strong>Barriers to collaboration</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Felt need” -- Leadership &amp; motivation</td>
<td>• Territorial (obstructionist)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Understanding common goal &amp; shared vision</td>
<td>• Distrust</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Culture of collaboration</td>
<td>• Lack of understanding shared mission</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Etc.</td>
<td>• Etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### DESIRED END STATE

- Attachment 1
**HOMELAND SECURITY**

**Strategies to Build Collaboration Capability – Preparation Phase**

*Instructions: Use the data from the force field analysis to identify a perceived and potential coordination risk or problem. Work through the template to identify the steps needed to build the capability and prevent the problem from occurring.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Define a perceived coordination risk / problem</th>
<th>Define the desired situation / end state solution</th>
<th>List the steps in building the capability?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>▪ Territorial orientation and behaviors</td>
<td>▪ See HLS as one organization.</td>
<td>1. Get stakeholders (sponsors) together to plan a meeting, agenda, “integrated mission”, &amp; a champion (not figurehead) and develop their relationships. Find targets of opportunity and early success.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What are some quotes you hear?</td>
<td>▪ Realize “value” of coordination to balance the “costs”.</td>
<td>(Option: table top exercise → shared knowledge; sense of shared risk))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“turfism” “rice bowls”</td>
<td>▪ Everybody would have a common shared vision of the End State &amp; Mission &amp; how to accomplish this.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“That’s My responsibility”</td>
<td>▪ In “my” interests; personal ownership &amp; organizational risk mitigation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“That’s NOT my responsibility”</td>
<td>▪ Sense if joint responsibility and accountability.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What do people feel?</td>
<td>▪ Clear metrics for success; evidence of accomplishment; tangible output.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear; job preservation; sense of organizational loyalty; protective</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>▪ Lack of or insufficient felt need</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Territorial orientation and behaviors
- What are some quotes you hear? “turfism” “rice bowls” “That’s My responsibility” “That’s NOT my responsibility” What do people feel? Fear; job preservation; sense of organizational loyalty; protective
- Lack of or insufficient felt need
TOOL KIT

The following materials are included in the Tool Kit of this section of the report. Additional concepts and teaching materials can be found in the section entitled “Topical Materials.”

• RACI Role/Responsibility Decision Matrix
• RACI Role/Responsibility Decision Matrix: Sample Case
• Force Field Analysis Template
• Template for Strategies to Build Collaborative Capability
### RACI: Role/Responsibility Decision Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stakeholders/ Roles</th>
<th>Key decisions or tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**R = Responsible:** Has duty and obligation to do the work; must exercise independent judgment to raise appropriate issues.

**C = Consulted (before decision):** Stakeholder with expertise, experience and interests who must be given opportunity to influence plans and decisions.

**A = Approves:** Accountable for decision; has authority to decide and is recipient of any consequences.

**I = Informed (after decision):** Important for this stakeholder to know decision to collaborate well in related areas.

**Blank = No involvement in this decision**
### RACI: Role/Responsibility Decision Matrix:

**Sample Case**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key decisions or tasks</th>
<th>Stakeholders/ Roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Home buyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home size &amp; style</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Door, window placement</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bldg permits &amp; schedule</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet placement</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**R = Responsible:** Has duty and obligation to do the work; must exercise independent judgment to raise appropriate issues.

**C = Consulted (before decision):** Stakeholder with expertise, experience and interests who must be given opportunity to influence plans and decisions.

**A = Approves:** Accountable for decision; has authority to decide and is recipient of any consequences.

**I = Informed (after decision):** Important for this stakeholder to know decision in order to collaborate well in related areas.

**Blank = No involvement in this decision**
## BUILDING COLLABORATION CAPABILITY

### FORCE FIELD ANALYSIS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DRIVING FORCES</th>
<th>RESTRAINING FORCES</th>
<th>STRATEGIES TO BUILD COLLABORATION CAPABILITY</th>
<th>DESIRED END STATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>Success factors that contributed to the success of the collaboration</em></td>
<td><em>Barriers to collaboration</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

11/10/04
**Strategies to Build Collaboration Capability – Preparation Phase**

Instructions: Use the data from the force field analysis to identify a perceived and potential coordination risk or problem. Work through the template to identify the steps needed to build the capability and prevent the problem from occurring.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Define a perceived coordination risk / problem</th>
<th>Define the desired situation / end state solution</th>
<th>List the steps in building the capability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Developing Collaborative Capacity for Homeland Security
Part II: Workshop Data and Analysis
Susan Hocevar
Erik Jansen
Gail Thomas

This document provides a summary of the analysis and findings to date based on the data that were gathered as part of the Workshop described in Part I. Our goal is to ultimately use these data, along with the conceptual material from the literature (illustrated in the “Topical Material” section of this report) to develop a diagnostic survey. This diagnostic tool could be used by HLS organizations to evaluate their current collaborative capacity and, based on this assessment, establish an action plan to improve that collaborative capacity.

The first sections below describe the method used to collect the data. Following this, the analysis approach is presented. The results of our analysis are briefly described with reference to detailed documentation of these results in Excel tables. A conceptual model is presented in a PowerPoint attachment that integrates our findings with an open systems model of organizations. The concluding section presents our planned “next steps” to involve NPS HLS students in further refining this conceptual model, developing instrumentation, and testing the diagnostic instrument for collaborative capacity.

Participants

The workshop was conducted for both the morning and afternoon sections of Dr. Chris Bellavita’s course. A total of 24 students participated. Their organizational affiliations are included in a file included with this document (filename: HLS workshop participants 040106.xls). Overall, this group represented civilian, government and military organizations from around the U.S. with HLS responsibilities. Illustrative organizations include: USNORTHCOM, US Coast Guard, Center for Disease Control Special Operations Unit of Kansas City Police Department, NYC Office of Emergency Management, Austin Fire Dept, Office of Emergency Services and Counter Terrorism for San Francisco. In addition to the class members, the instructor, Dr. Chris Bellavita, was a full participant in the exercise and contributed to the data.

Procedure for Gathering Data

The centerpiece of the workshop, as described in Part I of this document, was an exercise in which class participants were asked the following: “Think back to a specific HLS or other effort that included at least two other agencies or organizations that you consider to have been a successful collaboration in the preparation phase (not response phase) of HLS. Identify three key factors that contributed to this success.”

Participants where asked to rank order the “success factors” and record each on a separate green post-it note. Each post-it note was to include the following information:
At the end of this activity, each participant had 3 green post-it notes identifying their rank-ordered success characteristics for a specific collaborative experience related to HLS.

The next phase of the exercise was to ask the class participants to think about an interagency collaboration related to homeland security that was NOT successful. They were asked to identify and rank order three barriers to collaboration that inhibited success in this situation. These were recorded following a format similar to that above only using pink post-it notes.

Following the individually-based activities described above, the participants were asked to share with the group the thematic words/phrases they had identified as facilitators of success. These were recorded on chart paper eliciting any necessary elaboration or clarification of the meaning of these themes. Discussion continued until all key terms/phrases had been captured. A similar process was used to identify the list of barriers to collaboration that represented the input of all participants.

This activity generated a lengthy list of both facilitators and barriers to collaboration. It was anticipated that this discussion of both positive and negative factors would lead participants to clarify/refine their evaluation of the key contributors to the specific situations they had identified in the initial activity. We also wanted to determine which factors were most frequently identified by the group as a whole. To accomplish this we asked participants to attach their post-it notes to the chart paper lists of themes that were mounted on the walls around the room. This formed the basis of the data that the research team analyzed to derive a preliminary model for collaborative capacity.
Analysis of Workshop Data

The first step in preparing the data for analysis was to create a database. As described above, participants had assigned their “post-it note” entries to a specific theme that had been identified in the open discussion. The initial database represented a transcription of individual “post-it” entries grouped by theme to which it had been assigned. Thus, the entries in the database included the following (all but the first derived from the individual data generated on the “post-it” notes):

- Theme (as generated by group discussion)
- Elaborated text of factor contributing to successful or unsuccessful collaboration
- Name of participant
- Summary phrase capturing facilitating or inhibiting factor
- Rank order of this factor (1st, 2nd, or 3rd most important)
- Names of other organizations involved

This database had a broad range of, often overlapping themes. The researchers reviewed these data and generated a set of “revised themes” that both consolidated related factors and integrated language and concepts from the research literature on organizational collaboration. At the same time, the researchers noted that the factors often had different points of reference. In other words, in some cases the description reflected an organization-level factor; in others the narrative focused on group or individual level factors. Seeing this as important “data,” the researchers also “tagged” each entry with a “level” variable where level could be any or all of three types – individual, group, or organizational. The database representing these analyses is included in this report (filename: HLS workshop data_V2.xls).

Further analysis was conducted to identify the most frequently cited barriers and facilitating factors for collaboration. Figure 1 presents these findings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Success Factors</th>
<th>Barriers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Felt need” to collaborate (10)</td>
<td>Lack of trust (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Common goal (9)</td>
<td>Inhibiting attitudes (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation (7)</td>
<td>Lack of familiarity (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication (7)</td>
<td>Poor leadership (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absence of competitive rivalries (7)</td>
<td>Competition (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social capital (5)</td>
<td>Motivation (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trust (4)</td>
<td>Lack of information sharing (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity (3)</td>
<td>Impeding rules or policies (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability (3)</td>
<td>Inhibiting behaviors (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leadership motivation (3)</td>
<td>Resource scarcity (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coordination of resources (3)</td>
<td>Lack of flexibility (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appreciation of other’s perspective (3)</td>
<td>Lack of competency (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authority to act/decide (3)</td>
<td>Lack of accountability (3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Included in this figure are only the items for which there were at least three confirming entries from the workshop participants. The number in parentheses represents how many participants identified this factor in their data entry. For a complete list of the factors, see the database identified in the paragraph above.

**Emergent Conceptual Model**

As is evident from this report, we have a dual objective to our work. We are interested in developing a conceptual model for collaborative capacity; and we intend to apply this conceptual model both in the classroom as well as toward the development of a diagnostic instrument for evaluating organizational collaborative capacity and planning interventions to improve that capability. As we brought together both the inductive model-building described in the analysis above and our growing familiarity with literature relevant to collaboration, a conceptual model emerged. This model is presented in detail in a PowerPoint presentation included in this report.

This model is based on an open-systems perspective on organizations. The organizational systems components are presented, and the data derived from the analyses above are attributed to the appropriate component. In its current format, this presentation can be used for teaching. But a related goal is to use this as the basis for the next step of designing a diagnostic survey instrument.

**Next Steps**

As noted above, we have dual objectives. We hope to continue to engage with HLS students in presenting what we've learned to date about collaboration in the HLS context; and, as part of this engagement, we plan to continue the development of the collaborative capacity diagnostic instrument. Outlined below are some activities that would address both of these objectives.

1. **In class presentations** of the open systems model that compiles the data gathered on factors (barriers and facilitators) that effect collaborative capacity. Given whatever timeframe is available, this can be elaborated from the “Topical Materials” slides that accompany this report. Our goal would be two-fold: 1) to present the model and data; 2) to elicit from HLS professionals within the class additional validation and elaboration of the current inductively derived model:
   a. What needs to be added to the model? Are there critical factors missing?
   b. Do their experiences confirm this model? Can they give specific case examples that provide validation and clarification?
   c. Refine the “most frequent” factors presented in Figure 1 above, by conducting an exercise in which class members would rate the importance of these factors. If data can be compiled during class time, discuss the implication of the findings to action planning for improving collaborative capacity.
2. **Focus Groups** would be conducted with students who volunteered to spend an additional couple of hours on this topic. This effort might lay the groundwork for a couple of students to pursue this topic as their thesis research. The goal of the focus groups would be to elaborate further on the activities described in (1) above. The value of small groups is that specific case examples can be explored in more detail which in turn refines and elaborates the model of collaborative capacity:
   a. What needs to be added to the model?
   b. Which factors suggest the most important leverage for action?
   c. Individual focus group members will be asked to consider a specific situation requiring collaboration that they have experienced and address the following questions:
      i. Before the event, could you have predicted the aspects and sources of success?
      ii. The barriers and problems faced in this situation?
      iii. What is the basis of this prediction (behaviors, attitudes, policies, etc.)?
      iv. In what ways does the model assist in ability to predict?
   d. We’re particularly interested in understanding the differences between collaboration in a consequence situation and in a planning situation.
      i. Is collaboration different in these two contexts?
      ii. How/Why?
      iii. How can we capitalize on what we hypothesize are the greater success factors in collaboration in consequence situations to improve collaboration in planning and prevention?

3. **Interviews** would be conducted in a one-on-one session with students who were willing to volunteer their time to share details about a specific case example. The range of case data we would elicit in the interview would include:
   a. Context/situation
   b. Participants (who and how they became involved)
   c. Timeframe
   d. Goals/problem of focus
   e. Incentives
   f. Barriers
   g. Role of trust
   h. Structural factors
   i. Attitudinal/Behavioral factors

4. Use data above to refine model and develop diagnostic instrument for pilot testing. Based on both the data above and the literature we have been reviewing and will continue to review, we will prepare a diagnostic survey instrument. It will include multiple items for each of the elements of the organization system model as illustrated in the PowerPoint “Systems Model on Workshop Results” which is included in this material. Our plan is to use the HLS students (and their network to a broader pool of HLS professionals) as a source of pilot data to evaluate the measurement characteristics of the survey (reliability, validity).
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*View in notes mode to see commentary*
This figure presents an open systems model of the organization. The pentagon represents the organization, which is embedded in a specific environment and “problem” context. The organization is comprised of interacting elements:

- Purpose and strategy
- Structure
- Tasks and Workflow
- People
- Incentive systems
- Culture that is reflected in behavior and processes

In the following slides, this model is used to display the data that was generated by the two classes that participated in the workshop in which barriers and facilitators of collaboration were identified. Attributing the data elements to this system model is another step toward the development of a diagnostic instrument for collaborative capacity. The model allows for the identification of domains of collaborative capacity that will better enable both diagnosis and action taking to improve collaboration for homeland security.
This slide represents two organizations in a given problem context. It is the simplest representation of inter-organizational collaboration for homeland security. Each organization has a functional contribution to make toward a homeland security “problem.” In addition to their unique efforts toward addressing the “problem,” these organizations have some degree of requirements for collaborative behaviors and processes in order to effectively address the HLS issue.

The following slides outline some of the specific examples of organizational factors that contribute to collaborative capacity for effective homeland security. These examples are derived from data gathered from professionals representing multiple organizations from around the U.S. who are involved in HLS.
Environmental & Context

- Stakeholders: inclusion of appropriate parties
- History of interagency interaction; prior rivalries; trust
- Resources: scarcity, competition, duplication
- Laws/regulations
- Public expectations

Diagram: Environment and Context

- Resources
- Input
- Constraints
- Behavior & Processes
- Culture
Purpose and Strategy

- “Felt need” for collaboration
- Shared vision
- Recognized interdependence
- Mutual interest vs. divergence of goals
- Clarity of goals/objectives
- Purpose of gaining or coordinating resources
- Perceived strategic benefit
- Collaboration as part of strategic leadership vision
Structure

- Communication network
- Interoperability
- Communication procedures
- Security mechanisms
- Standardization of procedures
- Control and accountability systems
- Flexibility
- Coordination structures (e.g., task force; communication systems)
- Leadership structure
Tasks and Workflow

- Role clarity
- Appropriate authority to decide and act
- Timing collaboration with task requirements
- Adequate needs assessment and task analysis
- Adequate staffing for tasks
**People: Attitudes**

- Commitment to collaboration
- Tolerance for consensus process
- Openness
- Relational orientation
- Tolerance for conflict
- Respect for other parties
- Willingness to listen
- Willingness to negotiate
  vs.
- Arrogance
- Lack of respect
- Animosity
- Apathy
- Denial

*Building Collaborative Capacity for HLS*  
Hocevar, Jansen, & Thomas, 2004
People: Capabilities

- Functional expertise
- Social capital within other and own organization
- Familiarity with other organizations
- Appreciation of value of other organizations
- Empowered with needed authority
- Diversity
- Interpersonal skills
- Rehearsal in coordination requirements
People: Behaviors [? Change ?]

- Professionalism
- Persistence
- Honesty
- Follow-through
- Engaged in collaboration
- Face-to-face communication vs.
- Obstructionist
- Hostility
- Unwilling to share leadership
Motivation & Incentive Systems

• "Felt need" to collaborate
• Participants benefit from the collaboration
• Positive feedback/results from collaboration
• Leadership buy-in
• Opportunity to innovate
• Public expectation also w/ env?

Behavior & Processes  
Culture  
Incentive Systems
Culture; Behavior & Processes

- Leadership communicating vision
- Awareness & appreciation of others' capabilities & interests
- Adaptive to others' interests
- Timely communication & coordination
- Information sharing
- Consensus-based planning and decision making
- Team building
- Sharing responsibility and leadership
- Esprit de corps
- Effective conflict management
- Mutual respect
This figure presents an open systems model of the organization. The pentagon represents the organization, which is embedded in a specific environment and “problem” context. The organization is comprised of interacting elements:

- Purpose and strategy
- Structure
- Tasks and workflow
- People
- Incentive systems
- Culture that is reflected in behavior and processes.
Environment & Context

Stakeholders
Threats & Opportunities
History
Resources
Complexity, Stability

Environment and Context

Behavior & Processes
Culture

Constraints

Inputs

Resources

Outputs
Purpose & Strategy

Vision
Mission
Strategy & Strategic Posture
Goals & Objectives

Purpose & Strategy

Behavior & Processes
Culture
Structure

- Departmentation
- Formal Roles & Status
- Authority & Reporting Relationships
- Rules & Procedures
- Differentiation (Vertical & Horizontal)
- Coordination (Vertical & Horizontal)
- Centralization
- Formalization
- Complexity
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Tasks

Interdependence
  pooled
  sequential
  reciprocal
Routine
  variety
  analyzeability
People

Selection
Placement
Rotation
Promotion
Separation
Training
Job & Work Design
Grievance Procedures
Incentive Systems

Goal setting
Performance appraisal
Performance feedback
Rewards

Behavior
& Processes
Culture

Incentive Systems
**Culture**

- Informal roles & status
- Norms & mutual expectations
- Core values
- Informal rewards
- Trust
- Ceremonies
- Rituals
- Stories

Diagram:

- Behavior & Processes
- Culture
Behavior & Processes

- Leadership
- Conflict
- Power & Politics
- Communications

[Diagram showing a cycle involving Behavior & Processes and Culture]
Interorganizational Collaboration

Environment and Context

Behavior & Processes
Culture

Collaborative Behaviors & Processes

Building Collaborative Capacity for HLS
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This slide represents two organizations in a given problem context. It is the simplest representation of inter-organizational collaboration for homeland security. Each organization has a functional contribution to make toward a homeland security “problem.” In addition to their unique efforts toward addressing the “problem,” these organizations have some degree of requirements for collaborative behaviors and processes to effectively address the HLS issue.
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Definition of requisite interdependence
Inter-agency Coordination Team or Organization

- Purpose & Strategy
- Structure
- Behavior & Processes
- Norms
- Incentives
- Tasks
- People
Building Collaborative Capacity for HLS
Hocevar, Jansen, & Thomas, 2004
Systems Model of Organizational Collaboration
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Homeland Security

The National Strategy for Homeland Security is designed to mobilize and organize our nation to secure the homeland from terrorist attacks.

This is a complex mission requiring coordinated and focused efforts among national, state and local agencies, and the private sector.
HLS, Turbulent Environments and Collaboration

- The Department of Homeland Security was formed in response to turbulent, uncertain, and complex conditions.
- Such environments cannot be managed by a single organization because disruptions and their causes cannot be anticipated or averted with unilateral action. Multiple agencies are required to plan for and manage the problem domain.
- Under turbulent and complex conditions, organizations become highly interdependent in unexpected but consequential ways.
- Research shows that collaboration within and among these organizations is a logical and necessary response to turbulent and complex conditions.
The Department of Homeland Security has identified activities that encompass their mission. These activities include: Awareness, Prevention, Protection, Response, and Recovery. In particular, this project focuses on the first three phases that would precede a terrorist attack: Awareness, Prevention, and Protection.
Much of the work related to disaster management has focused on the activities related to response. Fewer studies have addressed the earlier phases which, if done well, could prevent an attack or better prepare agencies to handle an attack, if it were to occur.
Phases and Collaborative Efforts

- Each phase is a unique part of the cycle.
- All phases of the cycle require varying collaborative efforts among relevant stakeholders.
- Collaborative efforts from one phase are related to collaborative efforts in the other phases.

Much like emergency disaster planning, HLS has activity phases. Each phase requires involvement of a subset of stakeholders. Planners should be aware of the need to link stakeholders from one phase to another.
Collaboration is a dynamic process. Both cooperation and coordination can occur as part of the process of collaboration.

Coordination refers to more formal arrangements.

Cooperation refers to more informal relationships.
“Underorganized Systems” & Lack of Hierarchy

- Collaborations progress from “underorganized systems” where organizations act independently and then progress to more tightly organized relationships (Brown, 1980)
- Interagency coordination requires a diverse set of stakeholders to work laterally without hierarchical authority.

Stakeholders in “underorganized” or less structured interorganizational systems are often focused on self-interests and tend to act independently in spite of the need to coordinate their efforts in service of a superordinate goal.

In the case of Homeland Security, the various agencies are not arranged in a hierarchical structure, yet must coordinate their work to promote efficiency and effectiveness.
Key Aspects of Effective Collaboration

1. Identification of stakeholders’ interdependencies.
2. Stakeholders share a vision and goals.
3. Differences seen as a source of strength. Creative solutions emerge by dealing constructively with differences.
4. Stakeholders take joint ownership of decisions.
5. Stakeholders assume collective responsibility for the future of the problem domain.
6. Collaboration is viewed as a dynamic and emergent process. (Gray, 1989)

Agencies should determine when and how they might coordinate their efforts.

Here is a list of key aspects that one would find in an effective collaborative effort:
Interdependencies among stakeholders are not always self evident. The initial phase of a collaboration should seek to determine the interdependencies among the stakeholders. Stakeholders share a common vision and work toward common goals.
It is often difficult to appreciate differences, yet the differences are a source of creative potential. Getting past stereotypes and legitimizing each other’s point of view are important steps toward successful collaboration. This diversity can lead to innovative solutions that are key to dealing with novel situations such as terrorism.
Joint ownership means that the participants in a collaboration are directly responsible for reaching agreement on a solution.
One outcome of collaboration is a set of agreements governing future interactions of the stakeholders.
Collaboration is an emergent process not a prescribed state. Collaboration creates a temporary forum within which consensus about a problem can be sought, mutual agreeable solutions can be invented, and collective action to solutions can be taken.
(Gray, 1989)
While collaboration is not a panacea, research shows that collaboration can contribute to a more effective outcome.
Collaborative efforts often fail despite best efforts. Numerous obstacles get in the way of a successful collaboration. These obstacles include:

Institutional disincentives. Institutions often create disincentives for collaboration. Strong advocacy often precludes stakeholders from working toward consensus or finding common ground. Participation in collaborative efforts may be seen as a drain on time and valuable resources.

Long-standing bitter relationships among stakeholders often make it difficult, if not impossible, for members to collaborate.

If members perceive power disparities, it may to difficult to encourage collaboration. Some parties may believe that they have more to gain by not collaborating.

Societal cultural norms may work against collaboration. US’s individualistic culture can be a barrier to collaboration. Depending on how one views risks, very different problem definitions and solutions emerge. Differing views of risks may make it difficult to collaborate.

Parties may question the accuracy of technical reports or other experts. Cultures within organizations can oppose collaboration. An organization must see collaboration as a feasible and even desirable route for formulating problem domains and
solving problems. Organizations may dispute the management of the interagency task force.

(Gray, 1989)
Collaboration as Negotiated Order

- Collaboration is a mechanism by which an emergent order arises among a set of stakeholders.
- Through a process of give and take stakeholders come to a shared meaning of the problem(s), common goals, and a process for solving the problem(s).

(Strauss, 1978)

Negotiated order downplays the notion of rigid systems and instead emphasizes fluid, emerging relationships among various stakeholders.
Prior to defining the problem, stakeholders should be identified, issues should be mutually determined, and a commitment should be made to address these issues. The primary objective of problem-setting is to give the situation an explicit form or identity that allows stakeholders to communicate about it and eventually act upon it. Common problem definitions are rooted in the stakeholders’ interdependencies. Stakeholders need to see that their desired outcomes are inextricably linked.

Stakeholders must identify the requisite interdependencies to determine when and how the agencies can best coordinate their efforts.

Stakeholders must see a need to collaborate. A strong need to collaborate will strengthen the organization’s commitment to collaborate.

A comprehensive view of the issues will help identify the full range of relevant stakeholders.

The convener of the collaborative effort must be seen as legitimate by all of the stakeholders. The convener must be seen as having the power to convene the group.

Credibility is key.

Generally resources will be required for the interagency task group. Resources should be earmarked for the collaboration to proceed successfully.
After the problem has been defined, the stakeholders can focus on setting a direction for their collaboration.

Stakeholders can establish ground rules to clarify acceptable and unacceptable behaviors. This can help reduce uncertainties and lessen misunderstandings.

An agenda can be a sensitive issue. It determines what gets included or omitted from the discussions.

Generally 12-15 member groups can be effective. Beyond that number, subgroups may be more effective for tackling issues. Stakeholders should determine when to use homogeneous caucuses and when to convene heterogeneous task forces. Purpose of the group should be considered.

Stakeholders may need to take on joint information searches to establish legitimacy in the information that is brought to the table.

Stakeholders will need to come to an agreement about the options they face.
Even though the interagency task force has reached a consensus, plans can fall apart if this final stage is not considered.

Representatives have to go back to their home institutions and persuade their constituencies that the agreements are supportable.

All those who will be involved in the implementation will need to be onboard with the agreements.

Agreements may require organizations to change and/or commit resources.

Procedures should be put into place to monitor agreements and track compliance.
Constituents should periodically assess the outcomes of the collaboration. Here are some questions that might be useful in assessing the success of a collaboration.
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The Capacity Concept

The capacity concept can be applied to:
- Single organizations or agencies.
  - For example, the collaborative capacity or absorptive capacity of the City’s police department.
- Multiple organizations and interagency systems.
  - For example, the collaborative capacity or absorptive capacity of the network of County and City law enforcement, fire protection, and public health agencies.
- As the capacity of groups depends on the capacity of its individuals, so does the capacity of interagency partnerships depend on the capacity of individual organizations.

Viewing interagency collaboration involves seeing the agency system has “conventional agency systems inside it—an operating system, an overhead and control system, a decisionmaking system” (Bardach, p. 21)
Absorptive Capacity (ACAP)

- is defined as “a set of organizational routines and processes by which firms acquire, assimilate, transform, and exploit knowledge to produce a dynamic organizational capability.” (Zahra & George, 2002, p. 185)
- focuses on dynamic capabilities of individual agencies or organizations.
- focuses on learning and knowledge transfer to create and sustain these dynamic capabilities.

This is not simply information transfer, but knowledge transfer. Knowledge unfortunately sometimes suggests “objects” of knowledge, which ARE important. Such “know-what” is part of what is being discussed here. Equally important are “know-how”: understanding how to take particular actions and generate particular results. Also important, in many cases, is “know-why”: understanding the “logics” and reasons behind certain actions and their importance.
Absorptive Capacity (ACAP)

ACAP includes
- Technical, functional, and operational knowledge & skills.
- Situational awareness of where useful expertise and knowledge is outside the agency in other organizations, groups and individuals, and
- Self awareness of where useful expertise and knowledge is within the organization itself
ACAP is driven by and includes:
- The collaborative processes and capabilities that underlie the discovery and generation of such knowledge and awareness.
The following slides each describe the elements of this model, beginning with the outcomes of “Competitive Advantage” and working backwards through the four Absorptive Capacity Processes and then the initial Determining Factors. Subsequently both Action Triggers and Collaboration factors are discussed.
ACAP’s Results: Competitive Advantage

ACAP is valued because it generates competitive advantage, in the forms of:

- **Strategic Flexibility**: the ability to reconfigure resources to meet unexpected challenges.
- **Innovation**: the ability to imagine and implement novel solutions to emerging problems.
- **Performance**: the ability to achieve goals and accomplish the mission. (Zahra & George, 2002)

Note that “flexibility” is modified by the term strategic, thus referring to outputs. Flexibility can also characterize internal organizational processes and contribute to the likelihood that knowledge, once acquired, will be assimilated into the organization and transformed into actionable knowledge.
ACAP's Processes:

ACAP comprises four sets of dynamic capabilities. Each is necessary but not sufficient for flexibility, innovation and performance:

- **Acquisition**: identify and acquire externally generated information and knowledge.
- **Assimilation**: analyze, interpret and understand the information and knowledge.
- **Transformation**: develop, refine and incorporate new knowledge into existing knowledge; internalize it and make it "their own."
- **Exploitation**: apply and leverage the information and knowledge.

( Zahra & George, 2002)

Assimilation and Acquisition are – ideally – related processes. Assimilation can provide feedback to redirect the acquisition process.

Similarly, there is feedback between exploitation and transformation. The activities of attempting to exploit knowledge contribute to and are part of understanding the transformation process. The various feedback processes are illustrated in the model below.

Transformation also can be described as: Learning a new frame of reference (without necessarily abandoning existing frames of reference) for looking at existing problems and capabilities.
Acquisition

Acquisition is served by:
- Scanning the environment and directing resources for R&D into appropriate domains
- Developing human resources that are able to recognize and absorb the lessons from the environment and within the organization
- Developing new connections and routes for knowledge and information flows.

Each of these clearly are management implications of the theory. For example, the 9/11 commission hearings revealed the primary weaknesses and challenges reported by agencies involve bullet number two, along with the critical issue of retaining those human resources once they do develop their individual absorptive capacities and collaborative capacities.
Assimilation

Assimilation is served by:

- Analytic processes applied to acquired knowledge
- Dialogues regarding what the analyses and the knowledge mean
- Dialogues regarding new analytic processes
- Dialogues regarding new (complementary or competing) frames of reference for “making sense” of the acquired knowledge.

Each of these have management implications.
Transformation

Transformation is served by:

- Encouraging and reinforcing organizational members when they
  - play with and develop new frames of reference for looking at existing problems and capabilities.
  - convert and combine new frames and modes with existing frames and modes in new, promising combinations.
- Recodifying new understandings into new S.O.P.s, norms, leadership actions and training requirements.

Each of these have management implications.
Exploitation is served by:

- Establishing new core competencies that enable the firm to compete in new contexts.
- Persistently generate new services, products or means of accomplishing the mission and countering threats.
- Developing resident human resources to harvest the organization’s knowledge.

Each of these clearly are management implications of the theory. For example, the 9/11 commission hearings revealed the primary weaknesses and challenges reported by agencies involve bullet number two, along with the critical issue of retaining those human resources once they do develop their individual absorptive capacities and collaborative capacities.
ACAP’s determining factors:

ACAP is affected by:

- The similarity and complementarity of new knowledge and capabilities to existing knowledge and capabilities.
- The history, experiences and organizational memory of the organization.

New knowledge must be incorporated on and developed based on existing knowledge (ACAP).

Research suggests that experience often matters more than asset investments. Pennings and Harianto (1992)
Absorptive Capacity (ACAP)

- Looking within the organization, ACAP is enhanced by:
  - Homogeneity of knowledge (i.e., overlapping knowledge sets), which promote internal familiarity, communication, and knowledge sharing.

- Looking at the organization’s external relationships, ACAP is enhanced by:
  - Diversity of knowledge, (i.e., non-overlapping knowledge sets), which are able to recognize relevance in external knowledge and work to acquire that relevant knowledge.

- The “ideal knowledge structure” of the organization thus involves managing the tradeoffs between diversity and commonality of knowledge, especially of units and persons at critical organizational interfaces. (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990)
Activation Triggers:

Activation triggers (which include crises):
- “encourage or compel a firm to respond to specific internal or external stimuli”
- shape the intensity and scope of efforts to change (Zahra & George, 2002)
- shape the locus of the search and the type of information and knowledge sought.
- Leadership has a critical role in creating a “felt need” by interpreting and emphasizing the importance of activation triggers.
This model illustrates the four processes that contribute to absorptive capacity. It includes the additional factor of collaboration to represent the need to apply this concept in the context of homeland security. In this context, absorptive capacity should be evaluated in terms of the individual participating agencies as well as the interagency system. Thus, the concept of absorptive capacity can be applied to the domain of collaboration to generate a model for Interagency Collaborative Capacity.
Collaboration

- Collaboration enters into the development and interactions of each of the four dynamic capabilities of absorptive capacity.
- Collaboration is simultaneously a:
  - moderator and driver of absorptive capacity, &
  - dynamic capability and capacity to be developed
- Collaboration is a function of:
  - Mindsets and incentives for sharing knowledge
  - Informal and formal horizontal coordination mechanisms (e.g., liaison and integrator roles, formal task forces)

Zahra and George use the term “social integration” where we have used collaboration. Social integration also can be conceptualized as a result of previous socialization experiences.
This slide incorporates the concept of interdependence as a mediating factor between Interagency Collaborative Capacity and the desired outcomes of collaboration.
Inter-organizational Interdependence

Collaborative capacity translates into increased flexibility, innovation and strategic importance to the degree that such capacity is required by the task interdependence between the organizational units to accomplish their mission.

- With low interdependence (e.g., pooled interdependence), collaborative capacity contributes primarily to efficiency and learning relative to explicit knowledge (e.g., technical knowledge).
- With high interdependence (e.g., reciprocal interdependence), collaborative capacity is critical to increased competitive advantage.

(Zahra & George, 2002)
Interagency Collaborative Capacity: CKSAs

Interagency organizations must generate and develop Collaborative Knowledge, Skills and Abilities (CKSAs), including:

- **Acquisition**: valuing collaboration, trusting other agencies sufficiently to share information.
- **Assimilation**: understanding formal and informal frames of reference, and collaborative norms, styles and behaviors of other agencies.

(Zahra & George, 2002)
Interagency Collaborative Capacity: CKSAs

- Transformation: transforming and integrating CKSAs into negotiated situational understanding, shared frames of reference, collaborative norms, styles and behaviors (i.e., a collaborative culture) for the interagency organization.
- Exploitation: Integrated and coordinated actions that allow resource allocations to be reconfigured with changing conditions or even in response to crises.
Additional Implications for Practice

- Absorptive capacity critically depends on boundary spanners: “individuals who stand at the interface of either the firm and the external environment or at the interface between subunits within the firm.” Develop, select and capitalize on boundary spanners.

- Under conditions of rapid change (e.g., in technology), centralized, mechanistic interfaces are likely to be at a disadvantage compared to decentralized, organic interfaces, which result in more “receptors.” Empower operators and boundary spanners. (Cohen & Levinthal, 1990, p. 132)

See also topical slides on “Boundary Spanners.”
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An Organization’s Core Technology (workflow or work processes)

- The core technology of an organization comprises the work tasks and work processes (i.e., the workflow) that are directly related to accomplishing its mission (e.g., the firefighting and rescue work processes of Fire Departments.)
- Non-core technologies may also be critical to mission success, but they are more indirectly related to mission success (e.g., purchasing and human resource tasks of Fire Departments).
- The core technologies (or its core work processes) of an organization are critical constraints on how an organization can and should be coordinated and controlled.

These are basic distinctions in organizational theory, particularly in socio-technical systems theory. They can be found in any basic, introductory text, in organizational theory, such as the ones by Daft or by Hodge, Anthony, & Gale.
Workflow Interdependence & Pressures to Collaborate

- The degree to which two organizations are required to collaborate is a function of the extent to which they must integrate their core work processes to accomplish their joint missions. Three prototypic “levels” of interdependence are presented in subsequent slides:
  - Pooled
  - Sequential
  - Reciprocal
- Higher requirements for integrating core technologies or core work processes generate higher demands to collaborate. These include:
  - increasing horizontal communications at all levels
  - establishing interoperability for communication systems
  - conducting rehearsals to build team effectiveness.

These statements are best classified as deductive generalizations of the theories of workflow interdependence posited by Thompson and the mechanisms of coordination described by Mintzberg. These theories are thus being extended from the organizational level to the interorganizational level. The important concept of rehearsal is in many literatures, but is most familiar to the author as it has been used by McRaven in the “Special Operations” literature.
Pooled interdependence requires no core workflow between the organizations; each organization makes a relatively independent contribution to mission accomplishment. Collaboration requirements between organizations are thus low, with:
- minimal needs for close proximity and rehearsals of operational, mid-line, and support personnel.
- low needs for interoperability and rich communications,
- coordination that can be achieved primarily by:
  - standardization of processes (i.e., following rules and procedures)
  - standardization of outputs (providing feedback for high level decision makers)
  - integrated leadership and the chain of command to cope with any adaptive requirements.

The foundational concepts of pooled, sequential and reciprocal interdependence are taken from Thompson. The basics of this theory can be found in Daft or Hodge, Anthony, & Gale’s text in “Organization Theory”. The basic ideas are integrated with the theory of coordination processes (cf. Mintzberg) and expressed in terms of the “collaboration” construct.
Sequential Interdependence occurs when the outputs of one organization’s performance are the inputs to another organization. The second organization cannot initiate activities until the first organization has completed (or generally completed some of) its tasks. This creates higher demands for interorganizational collaboration, with:

- increased needs for close proximity and rehearsals, especially of operational or mid-line personnel.
- increased needs for media rich communications and interoperability, especially at senior levels.
- coordination grounded in well-developed plans (including contingency plans), schedules, and feedback systems to the chain of command.
Reciprocal Interdependence

Reciprocal interdependence occurs when the outputs of each organization serve as necessary inputs or controls on the other organization. Neither organization can successfully complete its tasks without coordinating with the first organization. Each constrains the other. This creates the highest requirements for interorganizational collaboration, with:

- the highest needs for proximity and rehearsals among all levels of personnel.
- high needs for media rich communications and interoperability among all levels of personnel.
- coordination grounded in well-developed plans (including contingency plans), schedules, and feedback systems to the chain of command.
This figure is adapted from Daft’s “Organization Theory” text, and he in turn adapted from an article by Van De Ven, Delbecq, & Koenig (1976) in the *American Sociological Review*. The model was originally formulated for application at the organizational level, which the three boxes representing three departments. In the organizational case, they would all be under a hierarchy or common chain of command. Here, in the interagency problem, there is no hierarchy. Thus an option of “increasing vertical communications” or increased “vertical control” to coordinate the departments is not available.

We are thus generalizing the constructs from the organizational level to the interorganizational level.
Implications for Practice

- Reciprocal core task interdependence requires that time and energy be focused on team building. Failures to invest in team building are likely to lead to failures to share information, optimize resource allocations, and coordinate.
- If reciprocal core task interdependence exists, then:
  - A strong chain of command is insufficient.
  - Plans and standards are insufficient.
  - Interoperability among key interdependent elements is critical.
  - Opportunities to rehearse are critical.
  - Team development and individual empowerment are critical.

This slide synthesizes ideas from Thompson (the originator of the ideas of pooled, sequential, and reciprocal interdependence), and Mintzberg with theories of empowerment and team development (cf. Ed Lawler and Ken Thomas’s work). The importance of interoperability and rehearsal comes from many fields, especially those that involve “command and control”.
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Workflow Interdependence & Pressures to Collaborate

- The degree to which two organizations are required to collaborate is a function of the extent to which they must integrate their core work processes to accomplish their joint missions. Three prototypic “levels” of interdependence are presented in subsequent slides:
  - Pooled
  - Sequential
  - Reciprocal
- Higher requirements for integrating core technologies or core work processes generate higher demands to collaborate. These include:
  - Increasing horizontal communications at all levels
  - Establishing interoperability for communication systems
  - Conducting rehearsals to build team effectiveness.

These statements are best classified as deductive generalizations of the theories of workflow interdependence posited by Thompson and the mechanisms of coordination described by Mintzberg. These theories are thus being extended from the organizational level to the interorganizational level. The important concept of rehearsal is in many literatures, but is most familiar to the author as it has been used by McRaven in the “Special Operations” literature.
Modes of Organizational Coordination (Mintzberg)

- There are a limited number of ways to coordinate an organization’s units and people. These modes of coordination include:
  - Standardization of processes;
  - Standardization of skills;
  - Direct supervision through the chain of command;
  - Collaboration & mutual adjustment (e.g., teams, culture & norms).
- Each mode of coordination is a best fit for particular levels of uncertainty, complexity, and stability.

These coordination mechanisms apply within a given organization as well as to the interagency system or a given interagency unit. This is not, however, an exhaustive list.
Coordination through Standardization of Processes

- Standardization of processes – the use of standard operating procedures and rule sets – is generally the most efficient mode of coordination.
- It works especially well in simple, stable contexts, and with simple, routine tasks and problems.
- It allows higher level managers to focus on exceptions that cannot be handled by the rules.
- When well designed, standard operating procedures generate reliable, dependable results.

Standardization of processes is given as “generally the most efficient mode of coordination.” It is efficient because following the rules “no matter what” means nobody has to think very much; it thus relieves the need to keep referring decisions up the chain of command or to rely on teams or professionals to work through decisions. However, some situations arise that are beyond the domain of rules. While referring exceptions to leaders or complex decisions to more skilled operators may incur costs, it also increases the quality of decisions. Costs are thus higher, but so are benefits. Pure efficiency is sacrificed for effectiveness.
Standardization of skills is accomplished by providing the time required for the *operators* in the operational core of the organization to get the training and earn the credentials to serve in various positions. This can range from weeks to years.

In addition, note that “professionals” are often trained not only to have high skill levels, but to make professional *judgments* that involve the application of values in assessing complex tradeoffs.
Coordination & Standardization of Skills

- Standardization of skills requires development of high quality training and education programs and/or careful recruitment, selection and placement of people in operational and managerial positions.
- Complex problem sets can be decentralized to professionals within a bureaucratic context of standardization (e.g., health care) to reliably deliver quality service.
- Thus, standardization of skills is a coordination mechanism that can co-exist and complement standardization of processes.

Weak standards, poor training and education, and inadequate experience cannot be a foundation of operational effectiveness, especially in situations that have high variety and high complexity in the relevant problem sets faced by the people/organization.
Coordination through the Chain of Command

- The centralized decision making and direct supervision of a chain of command is well suited for problem sets that are simple enough not to overwhelm the individuals in the chain of command.
- Effective chains of command can rapidly adapt to unstable situations and reassure and coordinate organizational participants in the face of hostility.
- In complex situations, managers acting on their own will eventually be overwhelmed by the number and interaction of factors they face and alternative mechanisms for collaboration must be used.

In complex situations, managers acting on their own will eventually be overwhelmed by the number and interaction of factors they face. In such cases, collaboration with other managers, staff, and/or operators becomes critical for dealing with complexity.
Note that the modes of standardization of processes, standardization of skills and the chain of command are *insufficient* for collaboration. That does *not* mean that they may not be necessary modes of coordination that are needed in addition to collaboration. (This depends partly on the degree to which the two organizations must integrate their core technologies: see the slides on interdependence.)
Unstable, complex contexts and problems require that organizations rely on collaboration and mutual adjustment.
The Collaborative Organizational Problem Space

- Collaboration and mutual adjustment fit those complex contexts and problem sets that have many, interacting factors that require multiple points of view and considerable intellectual resources.
- Collaboration and mutual adjustment fit those unstable contexts and problem sets that are novel and innovative, such as getting new technologies, programs, organizations, and organizational partnerships up and running.

Interagency collaboration – like organizational collaboration – may require that organizations also be able to coordinate at more basic levels of:

- Standardization of processes
- Standardization of skills
- The chain of command
Interagency Coordination & Standardization of Processes

- Efficiency and reliability may require agencies to review and coordinate their organizations’ standard operating procedures at critical points of interorganizational interdependence. Agencies aspiring for higher levels of collaboration risk coordination failures if their standardized processes are inconsistent and incompatible.
- New standard operating procedures are appropriate wherever the interagency organization discovers coordination problems that are routine, predictable, and relatively simple.

Incompatible tactics, techniques and procedures, incompatible rules of engagement, incompatible formalization of behaviors, and inadequate communication systems for updating shifts in standards risk undermining collaborative capacity and mutual trust.

Leadership and staffs should analyze and identify critical points of interface among S.O.P.s to maximize collaborative capacity.

Some minimal levels of training are required for implementing even the simplest, most routine standardized processes.
Interagency Coordination & Standardization of Skills

- Complex interagency problems may require decentralizing some operations to credentialed, highly trained personnel. Such professionals may have standards and mindsets that have to be “integrated” or “de-conflicted” at critical points of interagency interdependence.
- Understanding, mutual respect, and trust may be critical for optimal collaboration by skilled operators in different agencies.
- Interagency organizations may need to establish joint education programs, conferences, and implement “rehearsals” to enhance mutual professional understanding and collaboration.

Weak standards, poor training and education, and inadequate experience cannot be a foundation of operational effectiveness, especially in situations that have high variety and high complexity in the relevant problem sets faced by the people/organization.
Interagency Cooperation &
the Chains of Command

- Interagency cooperation is characterized by the absence of a unified chain of command (i.e., by multiple chains of command).
- Interagency cooperation through dual or multiple chains of command thus require collaboration by officials in those chains (at the apex, midline and perhaps at the first line supervisory levels, depending on the nature of the requisite task interdependence.)


The requisite task interdependence is the extent to which the organizations are required to coordinate to accomplish their core tasks. (See the concepts of pooled, sequential and reciprocal task interdependence).

In some contexts (e.g., responding to an emergency), a unified chain of command (e.g., an incident command center) might function in an interagency context. Such a structure is generally not present in the planning and preparation phases, thus leading to the problem of being “underdesigned” and the requirements for collaborative mechanisms.
As other slide presentations also assert, interorganizational relationships are underdesigned. The lack of a unified chain of command is a major characteristic of these underdesigned systems.
Collaboration

Collaboration provides increased:

- **Information processing capacity**: more minds are enlisted to handle complex problems. Special coordinating roles (e.g., liaisons) as well as temporary and permanent teams provide intellectual resources and multiple points of view for generating, choosing and implementing action plans.

- **Flexibility and innovation**: standardization is replaced by a social network that harnesses human judgment and experience. There is no assumption that solutions programmed for yesterday meet the emerging problems of today or the actions needed for tomorrow.


Building Collaborative Capacity for HLS
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Implications for Practice

- Coordination mechanisms other than collaboration (e.g., standardization of processes and skills and the chain of command) may be critical and necessary for interagency collaboration. However, they may be insufficient for effective coordination -- especially when problems are new, and characterized by complexity and instability.

Implications for Practice

- Important standards that affect multiple agencies require de-confliction and integration.
- Professionals and highly trained operators need to understand and build trust with other professionals/operators they need to depend on.
- Management and operational personnel need to understand how its partner agencies coordinate their activities, especially at the critical interfaces of interagency cooperation and collaboration.

Implications for Practice

- Collaboration goes beyond the cooperation achieved through direct supervision in a chain of command or standardization. Collaboration achieves cooperation through organic, adaptable processes.
- Leaders are ultimately responsible for building collaborative capacity by investing time, energy and resources to developing their own and their personnel’s:
  - requisite skills and attitudes for collaboration.
  - knowledge and understanding of the organizational structures, processes, and key actors of other agencies;
  - ensuring that designated members of the an Interorganizational Collaborative Unit have the authority, credibility, and skills to represent their organization and/or its departments and to enter into the task of building collaborative capacity in their home organization.
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Homeland security requires the integration of activities across organizational boundaries. Cummings’ (1984) concept of Transorganizational Development is relevant to understanding the complexities of developing such a network of organizations. His work predates much of the recent work on networks, but provides a comprehensive model applying the behavioral sciences to understanding how such systems are built and how they can be strengthened. The following slides first discuss what Cummings describes as “Transorganizational Systems” – a coalition of multiple organizations working together for some common or complementary purpose. The second major concept presented is “Transorganizational Development” which acknowledges that such multi-organization systems require a unique approach to evaluating and implementing improvements for organizational effectiveness.
Transorganizational Systems (TS)

(Cummings, 1984)

- Transorganizational systems (TS) are "coalitional structures whose member organizations maintain their separate identities and disparate goals, yet employ either some formal organization or informal collaboration for joint decision making." (Cummings, 1984, p. 368)
- TSs are generally underorganized systems and require a unique form of planned change distinctly different from what is typically outlined in traditional organization development (OD).
- TSs rely on two conceptual domains:
  - interorganizational relations
  - social problem solving
Interorganizational Relations and Social Problem Solving

- Interorganizational Relations focus on power/dependence and autonomy:
  - Organizations enter into relationships to obtain needed resources.
  - Organizations also compete over essential resources while trying to minimize dependencies threatening organizational autonomy.
- Social Problem Solving focuses on collaboration:
  - Helping organizations to cope with “metaproblems” by forming multi-organizational collectives.
This graphic represents a typical open system model with Inputs → Interaction processes → Output in the context of the Environment. The “driver” for most transorganizational systems is a “task/problem” so this feature of the system is highlighted. Typically, a transorganizational system begins with an assessment of a task/problem and a simultaneous assessment of which organizations have relevant “input” to the task/problem (e.g., motivation to interact, resource dependency, mandate). As with all systems, the Environment impacts Inputs, Interaction processes and Task/problem characteristics. The “Task/Problem” influences the extent to which interaction processes are salient for TS performance. Outcomes generate feedback processes that affect the Inputs, Environment, and Interaction processes.
This more elaborated model details some of the critical characteristics of each of the elements in the model. These characteristics provide important guidance for design of the TS and for evaluating its effectiveness. For example, the “Input” element can be evaluated in terms of:
composition – are all relevant parties involved?
integrating mechanisms – are there necessary technical systems and cultural norms to support TS integration?
motivation to interact – does each participating organization see sufficient benefit to engaging in the TS to justify the “cost”? Are they participating due to mandate?
The interdependence assessment of the task/problem has implications to appropriate interaction processes. This is elaborated in another section of this report.
Specific characteristics of the “Input” element of the TS are related to specific elements in the “Interaction Processes.”

A. Motivation to Interact

Resource dependency (influenced by):
- Shared awareness of other’s potential resources
- Degree of consensus regarding respective domains
- Assurance that autonomy will be retained
- Moderate (vs. low or high) goal similarity

Commitment to problem solving influenced by:
- Greater frequency of communication
- Recognition of scale and complexity of shared problems and awareness of common interests and interdependence
- Inducements and contributions
- Existence of networks

Coordination Efforts

Leadership
- Via coordinating agency; linking-pin organization
- Integrating activities include: building exchange relationships; resolving interagency conflicts; managing interface among agencies

Structure
- Increased intensity of interactions  → increased formalization & centralization
- Task driven requirements for coordination require functional analyses; leads to negotiated functional roles & responsibilities and regulative processes for coordination.

Compatible features
- Extent to which participating orgs’ features, needs, values, technologies are compatible

Communication processes
- Quality & type of information sources; willingness to share information

Positive Assessments
- Assessments of competence and trust are continually re-evaluated through interaction
Performance Strategies

Direction setting & action planning
Establish consensus on problem domain and desired ends
Devise action plans
Diagnosis
Focus on issues related to motivation to interact and coordination of efforts (outlined on previous slide and notes)
Create shared meaning at level of TS – may require frame breaking of existing organization-level collective definitions
Changing networks performance norms
Assessment of degree of loose vs. tight coupling; implications to cohesion and performance strategies

D. Level and use of org’s knowledge, skills & resources [affected by composition]

Expand network model
Start TS with smaller core and expand with additional stakeholders as needed [depending on resource requirements; task analyses]
Stakeholder analysis
Based on resources, task requirements, problem interests, communication processes, and political assessments
Environment & Context

- TSs are most appropriate when:
  - Environmental uncertainty is high;
  - Environmental complexity is high;
  - There is an enduring, shared problem.
- A federation of heterogeneous, specialist organizations who pool resources.
  - Gaining flexibility, sacrificing efficiency.
  - Heterogeneous organizations and unstable environments reduce the ability to standardize exchanges.
  - Resource scarcity can reduce the motivation to interact.
The properties of Task/Problem are explained in detail in two sections of this report. The dimension of Task Interdependence is discussed in topical slides entitled: “HLS: Interorganizational Interdependence.” Problem structuredness is discussed in topical slides entitled: “Coordination and Collaboration.”
This figure refers back to the previous slide entitled “Integrative Framework.” The proposition illustrated is that effectiveness of organizational outcomes reflect an interaction between “Task/Problem” and “Interaction Processes.” The four categories of interaction processes presented in the “Integrative Framework” are therefore hierarchical. For example, when task interdependence is low and the problem is highly structured, the type of interaction process required is fairly “simple” and can rely on level of effort. As task interdependence increases, keeping problem structure stable, additional coordination strategies are required.

If problems are unstructured, it is never adequate to rely on standard level of effort. Even when task interdependence is low, the interaction process requirements demand specific performance strategies (e.g., diagnosis, developing shared meaning, direction setting, action planning) as well as an assessment of the needed knowledge, skills, and resources (i.e., stakeholder analysis). As task interdependence increases, unstructured problems require additional coordination mechanisms.
Transorganizational Development (TD)
(Cummings, 1984)

- TSs are typically “underorganized” as a system, and require unique interventions:
  - Aimed at increasing shared norms and values
  - Designing structures, roles and technologies to create predictability, to regularize behavior, and evaluate intended effects.
- Phases of TD:
  - Identification of relevant stakeholders
  - Convening of members / motivation to interact
  - Organizing appropriate structures and processes for joint task performance
**Phases of TD (Cummings, 1984)**

- **Identification of relevant stakeholders**
  - Task analysis identifies levels and types of required knowledge, skills, resources.
  - Political analysis identifies organizations that control resource flows, information, legitimacy.
  - It may be effective to decompose a larger network into more tightly coupled subsets.

- **Convention of TS**
  - Who is convener?
  - Who acts as representative(s) of participating organizations (leadership, boundary spanner)?
  - If system is "underorganized," intervention will require focus on developing motivations & perceptions of task/problem, joint problem solving, conflict mgmt, organization design requirements, etc.
Phases of TD (cont’d)

- **Organization of TS**
  - Determine outcomes desired from joint actions.
  - These provide standards for assessment.
  - Analyze task/problem and environment.
  - Identify inputs affecting relevant interaction processes.
  - Generate needed design factors such as roles, functions, coordination mechanisms, leadership, control mechanisms, communication processes, assessment mechanisms, etc.
  - Determine extent to which design factors require change to existing organization structures, technologies, processes, norms (culture), personnel capabilities, etc.
  - Implement necessary TD interventions for change.
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Boundary Spanners

- Boundary spanners
  - Are defined by roles where there is reciprocal interdependence between organizations or organizational units.
  - Function at the margins/boundaries of the organization.
  - Are pivotal in managing inter-organizational relations.
  - Require unique individual characteristics to be effective in this role.
Boundary Spanners

- Boundary spanners are particularly important in the face of “wicked problems” (Williams, 2002):
  - That cross organizational boundaries
  - That have unclear causes
  - Where there are competing/conflicting perspectives on problem definition
  - That are intractable; requiring systemic change
  - That are beyond the capability of a single organization.
- Such problems require mechanisms for coping with uncertainty & complexity; network solutions, collaboration and innovation.
Boundary Spanning Roles
(Williams, 2002)

- Trusted lynchpin between groups to provide predictability and risk taking in the face of uncertainty;
- Identify key stakeholders to be involved;
- Informational intermediary;
- Facilitate goal adjustment and shared expectations;
- Negotiate integrative strategies and joint problem solving;
- Arbiter in conflict resolution
- Offer innovation due to access to external partners, critical resources and information.
## Individual Competencies of Effective Boundary Spanners (Williams, 2002)

1. **Building Sustainable Relationships**
   - Aware of and appreciates perspective of others
   - Interest in acquiring knowledge about others’ roles, responsibilities, problems, values, etc.
   - Communication skills (e.g., active listening; search for shared meaning)
   - Effective conflict management
   - Personal characteristics of openness, tolerance, respect, reliability, honesty
   - Trust – reciprocal risk-taking
Individual Competencies of Effective Boundary Spanners (Williams, 2002)

2. Effective use of influence and negotiation
   - Because power is dispersed and work is on the edges or outside the hierarchy, stronger reliance on informal sources of power and influence
   - Social networking
   - Consensus-building

3. Effective management of interdependencies
   - Inter-organizational experience (empathy, perspective)
   - Transdisciplinary knowledge (analytic ability & legitimacy)
   - Cognitive capability and ability to innovate
Organizational Factors and Boundary Spanner Effectiveness
(Perrone et al., 2003)

- Role autonomy allows boundary spanners to be integrative, innovative and responsive when addressing the competing expectations of own and “other” organizations. This is instrumental in developing trust.
- Factors found to influence role autonomy and effective boundary spanning:
  - Amount of functional interdependence within own organization constrains autonomy;
  - Amount of tenure within own organization enables greater autonomy;
  - Presence of an organizational culture that supports and encourages autonomy (“clan” culture).
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Slide 120

**Workflow Interdependence & Pressures to Collaborate**

- The degree to which two organizations are required to collaborate is a function of the extent to which they must integrate their core work processes to accomplish their joint missions. Three prototypic “levels” of interdependence are presented in subsequent slides:
  - Pooled
  - Sequential
  - Reciprocal
- Higher requirements for integrating core technologies or core work processes generate higher demands to collaborate. These include:
  - Increasing horizontal communications at all levels
  - Establishing interoperability for communication systems
  - Conducting rehearsals to build team effectiveness.

These statements are best classified as deductive generalizations of the theories of workflow interdependence posited by Thompson and the mechanisms of coordination described by Mintzberg. These theories are thus being extended from the organizational level to the interorganizational level. The important concept of rehearsal is in many literatures, but is most familiar to the author as it has been used by McRaven in the “Special Operations” literature.
Organizational Culture

- A set of commonly shared values and beliefs which influences the behavior of people and is reflected in work practices – how we do things here.
- Culture is a socially-derived control mechanism (norms and standards) that influences system performance.
Why Normative Control?

- Situations in which bureaucratic or behavioral control is difficult:
  - Non-routine, unpredictable
  - Requiring innovation, flexibility
- Culture provides sources of “intrinsic” vs. “extrinsic” control
Culture and Knowledge Management

- Knowledge is a major source of competitive advantage through increased capacity for decision making and effective action.
- Organizational culture is widely held to be the major barrier to creating and leveraging knowledge assets.
Does the Culture “Fit” the Requirements for Knowledge Management?

Practice  
Norms  
Values  
Behavior  
Knowledge creation, sharing, and use

Implications for Assessing the “Fit” of Culture with Requirements for KM

1. Culture shapes assumptions about which knowledge is important and the value of KM.
   - ID behaviors that demonstrate that specific knowledge-building activities are essential to your organization.
   - Are norms and practices presenting barriers to these knowledge-building activities/behaviors?
   - Are key groups likely to define knowledge differently?
   - Is there evidence of biases or blind spots of subcultures that lead to overlooking KM opportunities? Adapted from De Long, D.W. & Fahey, L. (2000).

Building Collaborative Capacity for HLS
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Implications for Assessing the “Fit” of Culture with Requirements for KM

2. Culture mediates the relationship between levels of knowledge (individual, group, organizational).
   - What changes in attitudes about ownership of knowledge are needed to accomplish effective KM?
   - How does the current culture facilitate or undermine redistribution of knowledge?
   - What practices need to change to reinforce collaborative knowledge use?

Implications for Assessing the “Fit” of Culture with Requirements for KM

3. Culture creates a context for social interaction.
   - ID norms and practices that are barriers to discussing sensitive topics.
   - What are practices by senior management that encourage accessibility and approachability?
   - What norms and practices in the organization encourage:
     - High frequency of interaction
     - Expectation of collaborative problem solving
     - Seeking out existing expertise and knowledge instead of "reinventing the wheel"
     - Identifying and learning from mistakes

4. Culture shapes creation and adoption of new knowledge.
   - Is there evidence that new knowledge was ignored, discounted, or undiscovered by your organization? What norms and practices created barriers to adopting, creating, or applying this new knowledge?
   - Is there evidence that new knowledge was adopted or created by your organization that led to improved effectiveness? What practices or norms allowed this to happen?
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Social Networks

- Networks are patterns of interactions among organizational members.
- Agencies within the Department of Homeland Security can be considered a network of organizations.
- Interactions among the various actors in the network create opportunities for exchange of information, ideas, practices, and values.
Social Networking Analysis and Innovation

- Informal networks are important to organizational innovation and adaptation.
- Who you know often has a great deal to do with what you come to know. (Cross & Parker, 2004)
Interorganizational Analysis

- Connectivity among HLS agencies can promote collaboration and knowledge transfer.
- Leaders may have little knowledge about one another’s organizations.
- Legal restrictions, cultural norms and leadership differences may inhibit connectivity among agencies.
- Network analysis can identify whether appropriate points of connectivity exist among agencies.
Network analysis can assess information-sharing networks, identifying who is connected to whom.

Arrows show directionality—is information sharing one-way or two-way?

Network analysis can identify central connectors, boundary spanners, information brokers, and peripheral specialists.

This analysis shows how various agencies are sharing information with one another. An assessment would identify which agencies are sharing information. Follow-on discussions could identify who should be sharing information with whom and then strategies can be determined to encourage sharing, if sharing information is deemed appropriate. Discussion can also surface as to why agencies are not sharing information with one another. Networks can be monitored over time to assess the success of interventions designed to increase information sharing.
Network analysis can be used to identify different types of networks.
Value of Social Network Analysis

- Data can be generated from 10-15 minute survey
- Survey assesses information sharing, knowledge flow or collaboration among members of a group (intra-org) or members of different groups (inter-org)
- Various networks can be assessed (trust, leadership, strategic initiatives)
- Gaps in critical information sharing can be identified
- Interventions can be designed to remedy the gaps
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